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COLORS IN TRADE
The Palette
of the
Goods and Commodities
of
Early-Modem England
Nancy Cox and Karin Dannehl

he focus of this paper is color as it appears in the form of
labels in documents associated with early-modern trade: rate
books, trade cards, newspaper advertisements, the invento
ries of tradespeople, statutes and patents. However, the colors that
historians of retail trade in the early-modem period come across are
never the actual colors but the descriptors given to goods and commod
ities that were traded and retailed. They were dictated in the first
instance by expediency and not aesthetic value. Indeed, the use of color
may have been entirely functional,with colorlabels in trade serving only
as a means of ordering the world of "tradeables" through labels. They
gave stmcture, which did not necessarily equate with a meticulous
description of reality, and they gave those in the trade a term of
reference that was meaningful to their feUows.
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Color is a strong sensory stimulant that influences how the human
eye perceives its surroundings, and by extrapolation, the whole world.'
Like sound,light, movement, taste, smell, and touch, color activates the
brain and tri^ers a response. Importantly, and obviously, sensibility to
color develops not only through the grand avenues of art and high taste
and fashion, but also through more mundane channels and on a more
everyday level. In consequence, mimdane goods and the labels used to
name them are at least as important in the process of organizing the
material world as are objects of great artistic worth.
The primary material used in this article consists of several
thousand documents. Some were produced by governments that wished
to increase revenue and control trade or to prevent abuse; others were
the result of personal reflections and so focus on the experience of
users. Yet others were created by those in business; sometimes for their
fellow traders, sometimes in order to create a virtual world of goods that
would attract the consumer. The collection was carefuUy chosen to
illuminate different facets of trade history, though it has proved
surprisingly versatile. Although it does not, for instance, sustain an
argument for an overarching theory about why color descriptors were
used, it does provide some stimulating insights into color and its role,
and it allows for some suggestions as to what this role meant for
production, trade and consumption in the early-modern period.
From this collection of sources some 300 commodities and traded
objects can be identified, in which a color descriptor was an integral part
of the label or name. Seventy-five included "white," and nearly as many
"black," with "red" running a fairly close third at sixty. "Green," "blue,"

' And yet the eighteenth-century landscape painter Richard Wilson is said to have remarked
that there were "Too many colours already" (Rosamond Haxlcy, Artists' Pigments, 1600-1853
[London: Butterworth, 1970], 1). This negative view was not one shared by many of his
contemporaries, who saw color as an exciting area for appreciation and exploration. The late
seventeenth and the early eighteenth century was a time when the nature of color and its
relationship to light was increasingly understood. Robert Boyle's discoveries, set out in his
Experiments and Consideration touching Colours: first Occasionally Written among some other Essays to a
Friend andnow Suffer'dto ComeAbroad asthe Beginning ofan Experimental History ofColours(London:
printed for Henry Herringman,1664), remained influential throughout the eighteenth century.
His ideaswere developed further bySir Isaac Newton. Experimentsin pigments,enamels, and
metals were being applied in the arts, in science, and in technology and they were encouraged
by the Royal Society, which received its charter in 1666. The foundation of the British Academy
in 1768 and the Discourses oFits first president. Sir Joshua Reynolds,further helped to stimulate
interest in color and its applications in painting.
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"brown," and "yellow" each had about thirty, while other colors like
"gray" barely reached double figures. There were, of course, many other
objects and commodities for which color descriptors were attached for
immediate use, though they did not form integral parts of the whole
name. For each color there are some that are still well known today, like
brown paper, red cabbage, and white sugar, but there are also many others
for which meaning can only be recovered with difficulty, even when
they appear superficially obvious, like green chair, white comb, otyellow
starch.
Historians of early-modern trade cannot fail to observe that color
was used then as it is today, as a distinguisher, as a contraction for a
longer expression, or as a classifier.^ However, coming to the task from
a cultural distance of at least two htmdred years, they may well find it
problematic to surest meanings for some of these terms, still less to
find an explanation for them. Many of the objects and commodities find
no place in museums today because they were too insignificant or too
ephemeral to survive, and until fairly recentiy, too mundane to be
considered worthy of collecting or display. Some, like red candy, were
literally consumed and no longer exist in a form that can be identified;
others, like red eel, apparently no longer justify their old label. For yet
others, like red wheat, the world has moved on, and the old term is no
longer applicable; no wheat of that name is known today as selective
breeding has changed what grows in the fields beyond recognition. As
a result of such changes, the objects themselves no longer exist in forms
that can be seen and handled, so that any discussion of them is almost
entirely based on documentary sources. Ironically, while many objects
and commodities were defined by colors, so that only the sense of sight
could have experienced their reality, the historian is dependent on the
written word to make sense of the commodity terms and to elucidate
meaning.
Rather than survey all 300 labels that included color descriptors,
the focus here is on three areas: chemical substances, goods from the
New World, and textiles and textile products.

^ Look up one of the primaty colors in the Os^ordEngBsh Dictionaty,for example,and there will
be several pages of terms that use a color as a descriptor and identifier; so much so that the
editors were obliged to order those terms into categories, animals, birds, fish, plants and
minerals, and so on, -with a final extra section entiried "Miscellaneous substantives."
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^ Chemical Substances ^

The nomenclature of chemical substances was problematic before 1700,
since modern methods of scientific identification, classification, and
labeling were not well developed. Agreeing upon acceptable names was
an issue as much for merchants and retailers as for scientists; elucidating
the inconsistent and varied names given remains a challenge to
historians. The development of modem techniques of classification in
this respect date to the eighteenth century. Botanists were offered a
comprehensive system of classifying plants by Carl Linnaeus in the
1730s,' but chemists and the manufacturers that depended upon them
had to wait another fifty years for Antoine Lavoisier's Methods ofChemical
Nomenclature in the 1780s.'* Until this work, there were only quite cmde
methods of labeling—certainly in comparison with those of the twentyfirst century. Adding color descriptors to such materials was not done
for aesthetic reasons, but because this was the most useful way of
differentiating substances not easily otherwise differentiated given the
current body of knowledge. Distinguishing the various forms of
copperas is a case in point. Long before its chemical structures were
understood or the modern term of "sulfate" invented, the label
"copperas" was attached to three important raw materials. These were
differentiated by color: bluecopperas, now known as copper sn\i2Xe,green
copperas (ferrous sulfate), and white copperas (zinc sulfate). These were
also known respectively as blue, green, and white vitriol. Arsenic is
another product, three forms of which were similarly distinguished.
arsenic, popularly known as ratsbane, but also as both sandarac and
realgar in trade, was largely used (as its name suggests) for poisoning
rats, but the yellow and the white, though equally toxic, were more
important respectively as a pigment and as an aid to dyeing silks red.
Other examples of this use of color include black, red, and white lead;
black, white, and gray iron; red, silver, and white sand; and blue, and

' Carl Linnaeus, Genera Planatamm Eommque Characteres Naturales Secundum Namorum (Luguni
Batavorum, 1737).Although the naethodologywas in place, newly discovered plants from the
New World were only slowly incorporated. This wasin part because it was the products rather
than the plants themselves that first arrived in Europe and they were less easily identified
according to Linnaeus's system.
•' Antoine Lavoisier, Methode de Nomenclature Chimique praposee par MM.de Morveau, Lavoisier,
Berthjokt
de Fourcroy; on j a joint un nouveau systeme de caracteres chimiques, adaptes a cette
Nomenclature;par MM. Hassenfrat^ tdvAdet (Paris; Chez Cuchet libraire,1787).
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green bice, but there were many more. In each case the color was
unimportant in itself, but it served as an indicator of other more
significant chemical differences then still unexplained.
The lack of a "scientific" way of classification and labeling did not
preclude the ability to use these substances effectively. In fact, the use
of color gradations that were clearly recognized at the time could make
industrial processes more efficient. Hardening steel, for example, al
though an ancient art, was not well understood scientifically. Toward
the start of the period, the actual process was best described in Porta's
Natural Magick published in 1589,^ the very name of which su^ests
hardening was stiU seen as belonging to alchemy rather than to science
in the modern sense. But the actual sequence of colors that appeared
when quenching steel and their relation to hardness was first described
accurately by another Italian, Vanoccio Biringuccio, a decade or two
earlier. He explained how the color changed as the metal cooled from
white, called silver, at its hottest, through yellow, called gold, to a bluish
purple, called violet and finally to ashen gray; all splendidly descriptive
labels evoking heraldry more than chemistry. Over a century later in
1664, and still on the basis of colors, Robert Boyle suggested practical
applications; the steel tempered to yellow was suitable for making edge
tools such as axes, while the softer blue could be used for springs.'^
Some manufactured items, particularly those that involved chemical
processes, were also differentiated by color and this practice may afford
useful clues to the content or process involved. Soap was defined as
hard or soft, Bristol, Crown, or London, but also as white, black, yellow,
red, green, or blue. Each had different properties, or was based on
different ingredients. Wblte soft soap was the best quality, made from
the purest ingredients carefully boiled and taken from the top layer of
the vat. It was the only soap designated by color that was suitable for
use in the textile industry. Black soap, a soft soap otherwise known as
Bristol soap, and the hard Bristol grc^ soap, on the other hand, were

^ Gkmbatrista delk Porta, NaturalMagtck ^John Baptista Porta, a Neapolitam; in twenty books...
wherein are Set Forth allthe Riches and Delights ojthe Natural Sciences (London; printed for Thomas
Young and SamuelSpeed, 1658). Book XIII is on temperingsteel. NaturalMagicwzs originally
published in Latin in 1589 as Moffae Natvralis Lihri XX.
' Charles Singer, Eric John Holmyard, Alfred Robert HaU, and Trevor lUtyd Williams, eds.,A
Nistory of Technolog/, Volume 5: From the Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution, c.1SOO-c.17S0
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), 35-37.
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made from the lower layers where the impurities collected.^ Like the
black,
soap was of low value. Mostly the color came from the use
of cheap raw materials like tallow or train oil, often imperfectly purified,
but the addition of rosin in order to increase the detergent properties of
the soap would coincidentally have intensified the color. Red,green, and
b/ue soaps were all produced by the addition of a colorant, respectively
of iron oxide, copper sulfate, and indigo or blue.® The two metal salts
may also have had a mildly abrasive effect, though they may have
reduced foaming capacity and rendered such soaps unsuitable for the
textile trade. Using b/ue soap in the household wash would have given
an ephemeral bluish tint to white fabrics, though there is no evidence
of this in practice. Although our understanding of the manufacture and
the use of soaps is limited as yet, it is clear that a wide range was
produced, that different soaps had different characteristics, and that the
quality of a particular soap was often defined by a color descriptor. In
the case of soap, however, the use of color descriptors was one of
descriptive convenience rather than an imperfect understanding of
chemistry, and in this they were distinct from most chemicals.

'John A. Hunt, "A Short History of Soap," in The Pharmaceuiica/Soa'e^ 263, ao, 7076 (1999):
985-89.Thisisreproducedatwww.pharmj.com/Editorial/19991218/artides/soap.html.Last
accessed 20 October 2005.
® Abraham Rees, P,£es'sManufacturinglniustry, aSelection fromThe Cjciopaedia; or XlnmrsalTlutionaty
of Arts, Sciences and Uterature, edited by Neil Cossons (Newton Abbot: David and Charles
Reprints, 1819—20, abridged edition 1972), 5:14;John Houghton,
being a Collection of many Valuable Materials relating to Com, Cattle, Coals, Hops, i&c. with a Compleat
Catalogue of several Sorts of Earths, and their Proper Product; the best Sortsof Manurefor each; with the Art
of Draining and Flooding of hands; as ako Full and Exact Histories of Trades, asMalting Brewing drc,
the Description and Structure of Instruments for Husbandly, and Carriages, with the Manner of their
Improvement; An Account of the BJvers <f England
and how far thgi mcy be Made Navigable; ef
Weights andMeasures, of Woods, Cordage, and Metals; ofBuildingandStowage, the Vegetation of Plants,
<&ec. with Many other Useful Particulars Communicated by Several Eminent Members of the Rcryal Society,
to the Collector, new Revised, Corrected and Published, with a Preface and Useful Indexes by
Richard Bradley, in three volumes (London: printed for Woodman and Lyon, 1727), 1:352,
letter 134, dated 22 February 1694/5.
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^ Products from the New World ^
Importers of products from the New World had slighdy different
problems with nomenclature, though knowing precisely and accurately
what a commodity was remained at the core of their dilemma. Often
traders at an outpost were confronted with new potentially useful
products, but they had to rely on their own limited knowledge to
identify them and that of the local suppliers for their names. Many
native names were difficult for Europeans, for example, Mechoacan or
Tlilxochitl. The former now called Ipomaea jalapa by botanists was a
useful drug but it was rarely found in the shops, while the latter was
known almost from the arrival of Europeans in the Americas as vanilla.®
Rather than struggle with native labels, it was often simpler to transfer
a name from one known commodity to a newly discovered one that
appeared to have the same properties. This is what happened to Brazil.
The name originally meant red, and was applied as Brazil wood to an
East Indian species, Caesalpina sappan, used by dyers to produce reds.
The name was transferred to South American species like Caesalpina
braziliensis and Caesalpina echinata that could be used in the same way,
and then to the area of South America in which these were found.
The only English name given to the East Indian species Dalbergia
latifolia was b/ackwood, which it had to share with several other species
at various times. All gave a black or blackish wood Uke ebony, although
one from the New World was alternatively called logwood and yielded
a black dye. In the same way a whole range of timber species were
simply called ri?i^oods otje/Ioip-woods, either because their woods were
nicely colored or because they gave a dye of that color. One named
yellow wood, Yel/oivEhony, provided an unpleasant shock, when a web
search gave 150 hits all of which led to sites that one might not wish to
visit, though there was a perfectly respectable early-modem meaning for
it in trade that has no such connotations. This empirical approach to
nomenclature was inevitable until the Linnaean classification was
established and the botanical species available from the New World
studied under a new paradigm. Until then the use of color as an

'J ohn Frampton, tians.,Jojfill Newes out of the Neve Founde Worlde, Written in Spanish hj Nicholas
Monardes, Physician of Seville, and Englished by John Frampton Merchant, anno 1577, intto. Stephen
Gaselle, 2vols. Tudor Translations, 2nd set. 9 and 10 (New York: AMS Press,1967), 9:54-67.
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indicator was, for the purposes of commerce and industry, as good a
way as any, even if it could, and did, sometimes lead to confusion.

^ Textiles and Textile Products ^
The use of color descriptors in science gives some indication of how
early-modem people perceived their world and how they used color to
help them handle useful substances before methods of classification in
the modern sense were available. This is much less applicable to the
nomenclature of textiles. Here there were no confusions about
identification and classification.Color descriptors, when they were used,
served to indicate a reality of color and to help, for example, to contrast
products of differing value. Thus the inventory of one Coventry retailer
had "Vz eU bla rich velvet" valued at 10s, and "1 yrd Purple velvet" also
at 10s—^worth therefore considerably less.^"
Exceptions to this generalization about color were "brown" and
"gray," each of which had both a literal meaning and one peculiar to the
trade that had little to do with color as such. Neither dominated the
vocabulary of trade, yet they had an importance well beyond frequency
of use. In aU their shades, they may have been the most common colors
for many people both in their dress and in their homes. There are two
reasons for this. In the first place, the use of organic dyes produced
textiles that were in the main intolerant of light, sweat, grease, and dirt.
The result was that most once gaily-colored fabrics faded and dulled in
response to weather, wear, and washing. Even the well-to-do could find
it a problem and did their best to guard against it. For example, when
the Buckinghamshire gentleman, Henry Purefoy, was proposing to buy
some chintz window curtains, he wrote to his supplier "I suppose you
will warrant its standing ye colour when it is washed."" The second
reason is that, although quantities of ready-dyed cloth were sold, at least
as much was offered undyed and unbleached. In that state it was
probably used by poorer people, since they cotild neither afford to
commission a dyer nor had the facilities to dye cloth themselves. The

The probate inventory of Julius BiUers of Coventry, Warwickshire, dated 1676 (Public
Record OfBce, PROB 4/4125).
" George Eland, ed., Purefoy Letters 1735-1753 (London: Sedgwick and Jackson, 1931),104,
letter dated 4 June 1738.
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use of such fabrics is well illustrated by Randle Holme's description of
the tinker, who, except for his "Hat, Apron and Shooes" colored black,
was otherwise "Clothed all in grey."^^
Woolens and linens in their natural state gave rise to their own
vocabulary; for example, woolens were labeled "gray," while linens were
"brown," except for those from Scodand, some of which were labeled
"green." The distinction between the gray (woolen) and the brown
(linen) is well illustrated by the stock of thread held by a chapman,John
Mackie of Downham Market in Norfolk. He had "15 pounds wheted
[whited] & brown threed att 2/" and "4V2 pounds gray and wheted Do"
at 18d."
Interpreting the many gra^ woolens is not easy, although the
fundamental meaning is plain. A newspaper advertisement in 1790 by
a manufacmrer of fustians for "A Person.. .who is a good Judge of Grey
Goods" indicates the common use of "gra/' for unbleached and
undyed fabrics.''^ The probate inventories of drapers and the like show
that much of their stock was offered for sale in this state;^r^ frieze and
grciy kersey being especially common before 1700. But attractive grays
could be produced by dyeing. In 1663, James Halton of Carlisle had
textiles described in his probate inventory as blue gray, pearl^aj, ranters
grey, stone grey, and silvergray. Clearly he was offering colored goods for

Nathaniel Warren Alcock and Nancy Cox,Uving and Working in Seventeenth-Century England:
Descriptions and Drawingsfrom Randle Holme'sAcademy of Armory (London: British Library, 2000),
III/03/64. This digital edition on DVD includes drawings (and small portions of text) not
previously published. The first volume of
Academy itself was published in Holme's lifetime
as The Accademie of Armory, or A Store House of Armory and Blai^on Containing allThinges Borne in
Coates ofArmes Both Forraign and Domestick, with the Termes of Art used in each Science (Chester:
printed by the Author, 1688); the second, not for over two hundred years as The Acadeny of
Armory, or A Store House ofArmory and Blas^on Containing the severalVariety of Created Beings, and how
bom in Coats of Arms both Foreign and Domestick, with the Instruments used in all Trades and Sciences,
together with their Termsof Art.Also the Ep/mologies, D^nitions, and Historical Observations on the same.
Explicated and Explained according to our Modem Language. Vey usful forall Gentlemen, Scholars, and
Divines, and all Such as Desire any Knowledge in the Arts and Sciences, second volume, ed. Isaac
Herbert Jeayes (London: printed for the Roxburghe Club, 1905). Holme was writing a book
for his fellow heralds and those interested in armorial bearings. Nevertheless, the colors he
proposed for his illustradons of ordinary people do su^st he had real models in mind.
" Probate inventory of John MacKyie, chapman of Downham Market, Norfolk, dated 1729
(Norwich Record Office, INV 78/141).
ManchesterMercury, 5January 1790. Although "gray" was most often applied to fabrics made
of wool, the meaning seems to have been extended to cover others like fasrian that were also
used for outer garments.
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sale, not undyed ones,'® while Samuel Pepys's new "grey cloth suit" first
worn in 1661 may have been sober in hue, but was certainly not made
of an undyed cloth.'®
Whereas gray seems to have been recorded whether it was the
product, gray cloth, or a fabric that happened to be dyed gray, color
descriptors were rarely attached to other textiles unless to do so served
some other purpose, like explaining differences in valuation. Perversely,
this omission probably indicates that they were colored, but in what
shade there is no way of telling. A curious, and unexplained, exception
is carnation}'^ This descriptor was attached to some fabrics and textile
products Uke ribbon, tape, and inkle, even when no other specific colors
were mentioned. For example, in 1667 Samuel Kempson, a mercer in
Birmingham, had in stock "10 dz 5 peeces of CouUered Incle," "25
peeces Carnshion Incle," and "9 peces of white Incle."'® Carnation as a
color label appeared first in the sixteenth century and more or less
disappeared after 1700. This could suggest that as a color, or as a color
descriptor, it went out of fashion. However, this can only be speculation
and fashion may have had nothing to do with it.
While the use of color descriptors with woolens is fraught with
ambiguities and apparent inconsistencies, the terminology of linens is
fairly straightforward, as relatively little linen was sold dyed. They were
often imported unbleached and records of stock like the "Seaven &

" Probate inventory of James Halton of Carlisle, Cumberland, dated 1662 (Cumbria Record
Office, Carlisle, P 1662 HALTON James). We do not know whether Halton was a Quaker
himself, but his probate inventory suggests that he may have been serving that market.
" Samuel Pepys, Diary, entry dated 13June 1661.
" The precise shade of carnation is not clear. The Oxford English Dictionary su^ests that it was
the color either of human "flesh" or skin, hence flesh-colored or a light rosy pink, or of a
deeper crimson as in the flower of the carnation. However, several early dictionaries described
it, as did Elisha Coles, as of "a raw flesh colour." See Elisha Coles, An English Dictionary
Explaining the Difficult Terms that are Used in Divinity, Husbandry, Physick, Philosophy, Latv,
Navigation, Mathematicks, and otherArts and Sciences. Containing mary Thousands of Hard Words (and
Proper Names tf Places) More than are in any Other English Dictionary or Expositor. Together rvith the
EiymologicalDerivation ofthemfrom theirProperEountains, rvhetherHehretv, Greek,Latin, French, orAny
Other Language. In a Methodmore Comprehensive, thanAry thatis Extant. By E. Coles, School-Master
and Teacher of the Tongue to Foreigners (London: printed for Samuel Crouch, 1676). Reproduced
as facsimile no. 76 in the series Anglistica and Ameticana(Hildesheim: George Olms Verlag,
1973).
The probate inventory of Samuel Kempson mercer of Birmingham, Warwickshire, dated
1667 (Lichfield Joint Record Office). AH probate documents at Lichfield are referenced only
by the name of the deceased and the date of probate. Further reference is only given in the
foomotes if the date if inventory and probate differ.
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forty ells of Browne Ozenbrige at 7d p Ell" or the "60 Ells browne
Hamells at 6d p el" were not uncommon in the shops." Some of these
hrown linens, whether imported or home-produced, were subsequendy
not dyed but bleached. This was because personal white hnen was
essential for the well-dressed, and it was desirable for both table and bed
linen. Bleaching could produce problems of its own. Excessive
bleaching weakened the fabric affecting its wearing properties, while
wear and washing tended to make white linens turn an unattractive
yellow, with some materials yellowing more readily than others.^
In this context yeUow was a color with undesirable connotations,
since white'^&Vi that had yellowed with age was virtually worthless in the
trade, and has not therefore been noted so described in the shops. On
the other hand, nankeen, a cotton fabric imported from China was
made of naturally yellow fibers and became popular in the eighteenth
century. Inevitably it was imitated by versions of dyed cotton or linen
produced in Britain; possibly th&jelhw canvas noted occasionally during
the eighteenth century was an example of this; for example in the
probate inventory of John Haw of BerksweU in Warwickshire, who died
in 1712.21

During the seventeenth century, into this world of textiles, where
much was muted in color, cottons newly imported from India caused
something of a sensation. Striped and checked in the weave, but more
excitingly printed in several colors, these textiles quickly made their
mark. In 1663 Samuel Pepys and his wife, ever in the forefront of
fashion for the middling sort, bought a "paynted Indian CaUico for to
line her new Study, which is very pretty.Twenty years later.Sir Josiah
"The probate inventories respectively of WilliamSeager, mercer of Bewdley, Worcestershire,
dated 1683(Public RecordOffice PROS 4/3688), and William Pagett, mercer of Birmingham,
Warwickshire, dated 1687 (Lichfield Joint Record Office).
For example, an anonymous author in 1696wrote that "Cossees Musling...will wear yellow,
and look ill about the neck" in The Merchant's Ware-House iMtd Open: or, the Plain Dealing LinenDraper, Shewing how To Buy All Sorts of Unnen and Indian Goods: Wherein is Perfect and Plain
Instructionsfor AllSorts of Persons, that thg may not he Deceived in an Sort ofUnnen thg Want. Useful
For Unnen Drapers, and their Country Chapmen, for Semstresses, and in General for All Persons
Whatsoever. Whereunto is Added, theArt ofCutting out Shfts,so that You may Save aQuarter ofan Ell,
in Cutting out one Shift, andyet Cut it as Long and as Large, as Others shall Cut of aQuarter more. A
Work Never b fore Attempted. Dedicated to the Royal Highness the Princess Ann of Denmark.
By J. F. (London; printed for John Sprint and Geo. Cony, 1696), 6; see also page 37 for other
examples of yellowing in use, and page 12 for an example of overbleaching.
Lichfield Joint Record Office.
Samuel Pepys, Diary, entry for 5 September 1663.
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Child, writing to the East Indian Company's Surat factory in India,
estimated that the market in England could absorb 200,000 painted
"Chints," mainly to sell "to the meaner sort."^ Whether coincidentally,
or in response to these foreign interlopers into the British textile
industry, Norwich manufacturers developed a range of light stuffs made
of worsteds and silks colored and patterned in similar ways to those
from India.
To the historian, both types of textile present a dilemma. In
describing these Norwich stuffs no less than the brightly colored Indian
goods and their British-made imitations, color was never mentioned in
surviving documents. Merchants and retailers, whether they produced
documents intended for their fellows or for end-consumers, used similar
terminology, largely devoid of color descriptors. For example, probate
inventories typically contained entries like "120 yd Printed Lining at
lOd" followed by "65 yd Ditto CoUred at 9d," or "16 y'ds of Printed
Stuff at 9d p y'd" with another 26 yards at 6d.^'* Even when addressing
prospective customers in their promotional literature, shopkeepers
preferred to use expressions like 'Trinted Linnens & Cottons for
Gowns, Strip't Cottons & Hollands for Gowns, Linnen & Cotton
Checks for Aprons" or "Fig'd & Plain Yard wide Stuffs" and "Norwich
Crapes of the most Fash'ble Mixtures."^^ There is no doubt that the
colors were there, and that their presence was integral to the appearance
of the fabrics concerned, but apparently terms like "striped," "checked,"
and "figured" were more important.^'^

^ Quoted from the East India Company's Letter Book in Beverley Lemite, Fashion's Favourite:
the Cotton Trade and the Consumerin Britain, 1660-1800 (Oxford:Oxford University Press for the
Pasold Research Fund, 1991), 15-16.
" The probate inventories respectively of Robert Hobson of Leicester, dated 1708 (Record
Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland, PRI/115/120), and of James Osburne of
Lincoln, dated 1702 (Lincolnshire Archives, L.C.C. Admon. 1702/50).
^ The handbills respectively of Thomas Johnson, linen draper of London, dated 1742
(Shropshire Recordsand Research, Attingham Collection,112/6/Box 35c/3) andof Cranston,
a London mercer, not dated (British Museum, Prints and Drawings, Heal collection, 84.73).
^ Some idea of what was on offer can be found in surviving pattern books, like the small
samples of colored and patterned taborets in a Norwich pattern book dated about 1785 now
in the Winterfhur Museum. An illustration of several samples from this book appears in
Florence Montgomery, Texti/es in America, 1650—1870: A Dicrionaty Based on Oriffnal Documents,
Prints and Paintings, American Records, American Merchants' Papers, Shopkeepers Advertisements, and
Pattern Books with Oriffnal Swatches of Cloth (New York: W. W. Norton; Toronto: George J.
McLeod, 1984).
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^ The Consumer's End ^
Color and color labels served different purposes when used by the
consumer. Ordinary people chose to use it for effect, both in expressing
their individuality, and in exercising control in arenas beyond the body.
Whereas for the rich, color was everywhere, signifying opulence and
power, for those down the social scale it had to be used more selec
tively, pinpointing a feature among the many browns and grays.
Advertisements for absconding apprentices and criminals provide
good examples of the use of color in dress, and coincidentally, give
some insight into how ordinary people constructed their own identity
through their dress using fabrics and objects readily available in the
trade. Two young men, who ran away in mid-eighteenth century, are
typical of those among the poor who could afford some pretensions
toward fashion. The one had on "a dark brown coat and Grey Breeches
with white Metal Buttons on them and a brown Waistcoat mixt with
stripes of white and yellow and Metal Buttons on it," while the other
wore "a brown mix'd Cloth Coat with yellow metal Buttons, a flower'd
Cotton Waistcoat, with red Stone Buttons, almost new Leather
Breeches, light mix'd stockings, and yellow metal Buckles on his
Shoes."^^ "Wanted" advertisement of this type stressed the elements of
garb that would have stood out. Such elements were also precisely the
features through which the boys in question may have expressed their
individuality. While the main garments providing warmth and decency
were quite nondescript, the waistcoat, buttons, and buckles were all
brightly colored.
The principle of using color as a means of influence and control
was also a feature of the early-modern home. A study of probate
inventories shows that mimdane objects were manipulated for purposes
beyond their primary function of use, with each homemaker arranging
his or her possessions to create an individual world populated with
forms, shapes and colors. It shoidd afford no surprise to discover that
products made of the visually attractive pewter and copper were usually
stored where they could be seen, whereas the iron ones were more likely
to have been tucked discreetly away from the public eye. There are, of
course, other possible explanations, but it was at least in part the visual

^ Aris's Birmmgham Ga^tte, issues dated 14 May 1750 and 29 September 1760 respectively .
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quality of the copper and pewter that added to their potential for
display. There can be litde doubt that each home was a construct. In
one the "Dresser of drawers and pewter frame and pewter thereon"
along with the "Brass and Copper fiirnimre upon the Chimney" played
a part,^® in others it was a "Mahogany Table and green Cloth" in the
Kitchen valued at 24s, or the "redd bedd & all appurts' thereunto
belonging" in "ye Redd Chamber."^'
A third example of the use of color beyond the shop or warehouse
shows green ribbons being worn to convey a collective point of view.
Samuel Pepys recounted how, in November 1665, "it being my Lord's
birthday, had every one a green riband tied in our hats very foolishly,"
an act apparendy prompted by a united act of condemnation for an
extramarital affair of Lord Brouncker.^° It is fair to assume that
haberdashers and other retailers of ribbons and favors were conscious
of their possible symbolic use. Unformnately no direct evidence
supports this view; it is not even possible to establish what range of
colored ribbons any one individual retailer stocked. The most fruitful
source of information on commodities available to the consumer is
contained in probate inventories, but their compilers had their own
priorities and recording colors was not usually one of them. The few
exceptions, like the record of "Greene & blue Inkle" valued at 3d
remain exceptional and unexplained.^' Even advertisers preferred
phrases like "AU Sorts of Fashionable Ribbons," or "Great Choice of
the best sorts of figur'd and plain Ribbons" to specific descriptors.^^ In
most of these sources, color has the tantalizing presence of a ghost.
The examples show traded objects in use. Waistcoats, buttons, and
buckles, pewter and copper utensils, and colored ribbons may each be

^ Bame Trinder and Nanqf Cox, eds., Miners and Mariners in the Severn Gorge: The Probate
Inventories ofBenthall, Brosely, Uttk Wenlock and Madelg, 1662—1764 (Chichester: Phillimore,
2000), 227, probate inventory of William Yates, trowman of Broseley, Shropshire, dated 1748.
® Probate inventories respecrively of John Brunton, soap boiler of Norwich, dated 1759
(Norwich Record Office, ANW 23/25/479), and of Joseph Welton, Alderman and mercer of
Coventry, Warwickshire , dated 1713 (LichfieldJoint Record Office, Jos Welton 1714).
Pepys, Diag, entry for 1 November 1665.
Probate inventory of Richard Riddinges of Bury in Lancashire, dated 1680 (Lancashire
Record Office, Preston, WcW 1680 Richard Riddings).
Handbills respectively of Matthew Pearson, haberdasher of London, dated 1774 (British
Museum, Prints and Drawings, Heal Collection,70.111), and of Daniel Goodyard of the "Hat
& Haberdashery Warehouse," London, n.d. (Shropshire Records and Research, Attingham
Papers, 112/6/Box 37/353).
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noted in the shops, and in the documents used in the trade. But they
were not defined in these situations by color nor given color descriptors.
^ Conclusion ^
To say that color mattered is to state the obvious. What is less obvious
and indeed surprising is how elusive it could be in trade. The documen
tary evidence shows that it was rarely mentioned for its own sake. Even
in advertisements, terms like "new," "fashionable," "elegant," and
"genteel" appear with greater frequency, suggesting that they were
regarded as more effective for promoting sales. All the same, retailers
were clearly conscious of color and sensitive to what was in fashion and
what was going out of date. Perhaps the fault lies with the compilers of
the documents who may not have deemed colors important in that
context. Entries like "SeueraU remnants of old fashioned Stuffes" valued
at 10s is as near as we may ever get to some fabrics dyed in colors, or
patterns, that no longer attracted customers.^^ Rather than leave out-ofdate stock moldering on the shelf, the shopkeeper might have been wise
to look out a copy of The Whole Art of Dying and follow the directions on
how to re-dye "stuffs of faded or old Fashioned Colours Black or darker
than their former Colours."^'^After all, black was de rigmurios mourning,
so the fabrics would not have been wasted, as John and Henry Parker,
silk-dyers in Digbeth, Birmingham, understood only too well. In 1790
they informed "the Public that they Dye Silks, Cloth &c Black, during
the General Mourning, with the greatest Expedition." They added that

" Probate inventory of Benjamin Marshall, mercer of Lincoln, dated 1665 (Lincolnshire
Archives, L.C.C. Admon. 1667/131).
Th Art of Dying in Tivo Parts (Shottery, Stratford-upon-Avon: the Tapestry Studio, n.d.
[1913]), 272. This is a new edition of the ei^teenth-century original, entitled TheWhole Art of
Dyeingin two Parts. The First being an ExperimentalDiscovery of All the most Useful Secrets in Dying Silk,
Wool,Unnen andthe Manufacturesthereof, asPractised in England, France, Spain, Hollandand Germany.
To which is Added, A Discourse of Pot and Wyd Ashes, as well as Several otherForeign Ingredients used
in Dying. Written Originally in the German Eanguage. The Second Part is a General Instruction for the
Dying of Wools and Woollen Manufactures of all Colours; for the Culture of the Drugsused inthe Tinctorial
Art, as also for the Dying of Hats; Published by the especial Command of the present French King in that
Eanguage, and Illustrated with Several Philosophicaland PracticalAnnotations ly the German Translator.
Both which are Faithfully rendred into English from their Repective Originals (London: printed for
William Pearson, and sold by J. Nutt, 1705).
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silks were "cleaned and Dyed of aU Colours as usual," suggesting that
re-dyeing was a normal practice.^^
Tradespeople concemed with chemical substances were much
more likely to use color descriptors in their writings than drapers and
haberdashers. Even though the colors themselves may have been
removed from reality, they were a useful hook on which to hang a
name. For chemists and industrialists color was an essential identifier
even if as such it was of no aesthetic significance. Importers from the
New World also used color descriptors as useful hooks in preference to
native names that were often difficult to pronounce and which varied
from dialect to dialect. For these groups of traders—the chemists, the
industrialists, and the importers—the problem would be resolved by
new systems of identification and classification.
One is left with the realization that looking for color through the
eyes of tradespeople, is to find it strangely muted and elusive, though
not absent since it was required and duly used for specific purposes.
However, looking at color through the eyes of consumers is to see it
suddenly reappear, and frequently with a vibrant vitality. It is as if it was
only on the other side of the marketplace that the palette would come
to life.

Advertisement in Aris's Birmingham Gat(ette, 27 September 1790.

